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What course did you take? 

BSc (Hons) Psychology 

I studied Psychology at the University of Chester and graduated in 2009. My 
case study is a little different in that I was a (very!) mature student, already in 
my chosen career as a mental health recovery and rehabilitation worker. I 
decided to study Psychology at degree level for several reasons; I enjoyed it 
at A Level, I never had the chance to go to university when I left school and 
wondered if I could do it, and the subject is closely linked to my work with 
adults with severe and enduring mental health problems. 

 

What attracted you to study at the University of Chester? 

I chose Chester as I had visited with one of my children who also took her 
degree there, and liked the campus and its facilities. 

 

Apart from academic knowledge, what other transferable 
skills did you gain? 

The Psychology course was varied and interesting. It included modules I 
knew would help to broaden my knowledge of the problems experienced by 
some of the people I work with. The other students were a mix of young and 
mature students, and I made friends with others who understood my 
difficulties in finding time to study, work and look after a family.  

Despite the hard work, I enjoyed the challenge and felt part of university 
life. Skills I needed in my job, such as time management and teamwork, were 
a focus on the course, and I heightened my awareness of their importance 
whilst working within a different situation to that in my working life. 
The tutors were helpful and approachable, and having a personal academic 
tutor was a luxury! I particularly enjoyed Clinical Psychology and Health 
Psychology modules, and Occupational Psychology was fascinating as I 
applied theory to my own working experience. As a result of studying and 
gaining my degree, I feel I have achieved something denied to me in my 
younger years, and I would recommend it to any mature students.  I have 
much more confidence in decision making and suggestions I make at work 
now.   



I feel the knowledge I now have of theories and empirical evidence related to 
human thoughts and behaviours enhances the experience I already had. This 
can only serve to improve the service and support I provide to vulnerable 
members of society, and I am so glad I chose to attend Chester- I feel a 
genuine attachment to it and look back on my time there with affection 

 

What are you doing now? 

I continue to work as a Mental Health Recovery and Rehabilitation Worker. 


